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Abstract

An MLP classifier outputs a posterior probability for each class. With noisy data classification

becomes less certain and the entropy of the posteriors distribution tends to increase, therefore

providing a measure of classification confidence. However, at high noise levels entropy can give a

misleading indication of classification certainty because very noisy data vectors may be classified

systematically into whichever classes happen to be most noise-like. When this happens the

resulting confusion matrix shows a dense column for each noise-like class. In this article we show

how this pattern of misclassification in the confusion matrix can be used to derive a linear

correction to the MLP posteriors estimate. We test the ability of this correction to reduce the

problem of misleading confidence estimates and to increase the performance of individual MLP

classifiers. Word and frame level classification results are compared with baseline results for the

Numbers95 database of free format telephone numbers, in different levels of added noise.
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1. Introduction
In the context of multi-stream HMM/ANN speech recognition [1,9,10], the logic behind using the entropy in the

output vector from each MLP classifier to weight the evidence supplied by that MLP [3,4,5,7,8,11,13] is that

uncertain outputs with a flat distribution will have high entropy, while a confident peaked distribution will have low

entropy. However, it has been observed that while MLP output entropy does usually increase with noise level, at high

noise levels an MLP may also output a high probability that the noisy data comes from just the one or two “attractor”

classes which happen to be closest to the noisy input in feature space. In this case a low entropy high confidence

measure can result for an MLP which is performing a highly inaccurate classification.

In this article we develop and test a correction which is designed to exploit the pattern of errors revealed by a

validation set confusion matrix to correct posterior probability estimates such that false low entropy posterior

distributions can be avoided.

In Section 2 we illustrate the way in which this problem with misleading entropy estimates typically arises during

recognition as the noise level increases. In Section 3 we show how the posteriors correction for each MLP was

derived from the cross-validation set confusion matrix for this MLP. Section 4 shows recognition test results for the

Numbers95 database of free format telephone numbers, in different levels of added noise. Here it is shown that the

proposed posteriors correction leads to improved entropy based confidence scores and significantly reduced frame-

(though not word) error rates under various noise conditions. Section 6 follows with a discussion and conclusion.

2. Problem with posteriors entropy as a confidence measure
While classifier entropy generally increases with noise level, as the noise level increases beyond a certain point many

frames start to be classified erroneously as the “attractor” phoneme which happens to be most noise-like (see Fig.1).

As this classifier saturation occurs the entropy may stop increasing and start decreasing, so leading to a misleading

indication of classification confidence (see Fig. 2). The resulting confusion matrix usually shows a dense column for

each attractor phoneme. The idea underlying the posteriors correction proposed in this article is to use the pattern of

misclassification observed in a noisy cross-validation set confusion matrix to derive a linear correction to the MLP

posteriors which should redistribute attractor phoneme confusion throughout the confusion matrix, thereby increasing

the utility of the posteriors entropy as a confidence measure.

1

3

Figure 1. White points denote clean class centres. When a small amount of noise is added (light grey points) each
centre shifts a small distance towards the noise centre. This results in some points being “randomly”

misclassified. When a large amount of noise is added, many centres move close to the noise centre (+).. Most of
these are classified not as noise, but as the original class which happens to be nearest to the noise centre.
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The original idea of this correction was just to correct the posteriors used in the entropy calculation for the purpose of

classifier confidence estimation. It was not intended to apply this correction to the posteriors which are passed as

scaled likelihoods to the decoder. However, in Section 4 we test both of these together. In future they should also be

tested separately.

3. Confusion matrix based posteriors correction
For each trained MLP (see Section 4 for HMM/ANN system and test database used) we first obtain a confusion

matrix of co-occurrence counts on a multiple noise-condition validation set. This gives the

number of names a frame labelled with “true” class is given a maximum posterior probability of being from

Figure 2. Maximum posterior size (horizontal) vs probability largest probability selects correct class (vertical), for
all-streams MLP, for data conditions clean (solid), SNR 18 (dot-dashed), SNR 12 (dashed), SNR 6 (dotted) and 0
dB SNR (darker dot-dashed), before correction (left), after correction using Model-1 (centre) and after correction

using Model-2 (right). Noise is Noisex factory.
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Figure 3. Normalised entropy size (horizontal) vs probability largest probability selects correct class (vertical),
for all-streams MLP (line types as in Fig.2), before correction (left), after correction using Model-1 (centre) and

after correction using Model-2 (right).
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“guessed” class . This is then converted into a matrix of conditional probabilities by dividing

each column by its sum.

3.1 Model 1

We can obtain corrected estimates for these true-class probabilities from the guessed-class MLP output probabilities

by using this matrix of conditional probabilities as follows (where  and  class).

(1)

(2)

(3)

A vector of corrected posterior probabilities can therefore be obtained from the vector of initial

posterior probability estimates , using (3), as follows.

(4)

In the extreme case where all data is identified as belonging to the same noise-like class, the confusion matrix would

be empty except for one column, which would be full. This correction would convert all such zero entropy posteriors

vectors into the vector of class priors, with correspondingly high entropy.

Direct application of (4) leads, however, to a catastrophic failure to recognise the large proportion of frames which are

originally labelled, correctly or otherwise, as a “space”. This increases clean WER using only the single full-band

MLP from 10.9% to 41.6%. Model-2 was therefore introduced to get over this problem.

3.2 Model 2

The main attractor class in our tests was the important “space” phoneme. The effect of the posteriors correction in (4)

is to strongly flatten every posteriors vector for which the highest probability is for an attractor class. Flattening all

“space” frame posteriors leads to a high rate of word deletion. We therefore developed another correction procedure

in which different corrections are applied to frames estimated as speech or non-speech (  = “  is speech”).

(5)

(6)

(7)

j( ) P T i G j==( )

P T i= G j=( ) P T i= G j=∧( ) P G j=( )⁄=

P G j=( ) P T i= G j=∧( )i∑=

T true=( ) G guessed=( )

P T k x=( ) P T k= G j= x∧( )
j

∑=

P G j= x( )P T k= G j= x∧( )
j

∑=

a P G j= x( )P T k= G j=( )
j

∑≅

Pk ′ P T k x=( )=

P j P G j x=( )=

P ′ C P⋅=

Spe x

P T k x=( ) P T k= Spe x∧( ) P T k= Spe¬ x∧( )+=

P Spe x( )P T k= Spe x∧( )=

P Spe¬ x( )P T k= Spe¬ x∧( )+
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 can now be expanded as  was expanded before. With , this gives

(8)

where is the validation confusion probabilities matrix estimated using only frames detected as speech, and

is estimated from all other frames. We used here a hard speech/non-speech decision based on the frame

energy level and estimated noise energy alone (one could use a more sophisticated speech/non-speech

detector) as follows,

(9)

 if  else (10)

where in each frame is estimated as ( is the unused PLP coefficient), and is estimated as the

average  value over the first  frames in each utterance (see Fig. 4).

4. Recognition tests
Tests were made with the Numbers95 corpus of multi-speaker free format telephone numbers [2] (e.g. “one hundred

fourty two”) recorded at 8 kHz, with artificially added noise from Noisex [14]. Speech features used were cepstral

domain PLP [6], excluding the energy coefficient “c0”. Recognition was performed using the “all combinations

multi-stream hybrid” model [9,10]. In this system a separate one hidden layer MLP is trained for each of the seven

non-empty combinations of the three cepstral feature streams (PLP, delta PLP, delta delta PLP) (where delta PLP

coefficients were over 9 windows, and delta delta over 9 windows). Each MLP was trained to map a 9-frame window

of these data vectors onto a probability for each speech unit [12]. Speech units were the standard 27 monophones

which come with this database, in which the before/after silence and inter-word space phonemes have been merged

into one class. Each MLP had one hidden layer with 600 hidden units per input stream.

P T k= Spe x∧( ) P T k= x( ) P Spe x( ) α=

P ′ α CSpe 1 α–( )C Spe¬+( )P=

CSpe
C Spe¬

E nE
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Figure 4. Plots show (unnormalised) histograms (c0-c0n) = log(E/nE) for speech frames superimposed on same
for non-speech frames, for noise conditions clean (left), SNR 12 dB (centre) and SNR 0 dB (right), for the

Numbers95 development set with Noisex factory nose. Crossing points are (respectively) at 0.213, 0.176 and
0.175 (giving  E/nE = 1.237, 1.192, 1.191).
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4.1 Entropy based posteriors combination rule

During recognition the output from all seven MLPs was combined in a linear confidence-weighted sum for each data

frame, where the confidence weight for the MLP for each stream combination at frame was given

by the following IEWAT (inverse entropy with average entropy threshold) function of the posteriors entropy from

that MLP [8].

(11)

Figure 5. Confusion matrix for all-streams MLP, SNR 0 dB, baseline (top) & Model-2 corrected (bottom). Space
class last. Correction gives improved frame-level recog. performance.
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Figure 6. WER (left) and frame error rate (right) for noise levels clean to SNR 0 dB, factory noise, for entropy
weighted multistream baseline (+, solid) and corrected (o, dot-dashed).
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(12)

If , else (13)

(14)

4.2 Tests made

Model-2 corrected posteriors (8, 10) were used for estimating both the entropies used in MLP weighting and in

calculating the scaled posteriors used in decoding. The effect of this correction on posteriors classification power and

on the relation between true confidence and posteriors entropy is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Recognition tests were made

with artificially added Noisex factory noise, under conditions (clean, SNR 18, SNR 12, SNR 6 and SNR 0 dB).

Optimal values for in (10), obtained for the development set at noise levels (clean, SNR 12, SNR 0 dB), were (1.24,

1.19, 1.19). Tests at all noise levels used . WER and FER (frame error rate) results are shown in Fig.6.

5. Discussion and conclusion
Figures 1, 2 and 5 illustrate that one of the root causes for misclassification at high noise levels in HMM/ANN ASR

is the tendency for ANNs to confidently classify everything as one or other non-speech “attractor” phoneme, such as

“space” or “silence”. In Section 3 it was shown how the speech and non-speech confusion matrices for a moderately

noisy cross validation data set can be used, together with speech/non-speech detection, to provide a linear correction

to the posteriors vector output from an MLP classifier which takes into account the pattern of cross validation errors.

Tests showed that, in multiple noise conditions, Model-2 posteriors correction consistently improved the accuracy of

both posteriors entropy estimation and frame level phoneme recognition. WER, however, was not improved. The

experiments reported in this aricle represent only an initial test of concept. Several potential improvements to this

system can easily be identified.

Separate entropy and probabilities correction. As the “space” class is automatically identified as unreliable, every

posteriors vector with a strong space probability becomes heavily flattenned, with the result that many spaces get

deleted. This leads to a high word deletion rate, with the result that, while using corrected posteriors for both entropy

estimation and scaled likelihoods estimation, the word error rate (WER) is increased. It would be instructive to test

the separate effects of Model-2 correction for (i) corrected entropy only, and (ii) corrected scaled likelihoods only.

Improved speech/non-speech separation. The speech/non-speech detection method used here was very crude.

Model 2 posteriors correction could therefore probably be improved by focusing on ways of combining more noise

robust speech/non-speech detection techniques with ANN classification. Furthermore, ideal speech units should be

more equidistant from non-speech, thereby avoiding attractor classes.

Noise-level based correction. The pattern of confusion changes significantly with noise level. As noise level is

relatively easy to estimate (inital data frames are often representative of noise throughout each utterance) the

correction could possibly be improved by training and selecting a different correction for each noise level.

Multicondition training. Multicondition training invariably leads to a large increase in noise robustness. One

advantage of this confusion-correction procedure is that, being based on classifier confusion characteristics rather

than SNR based weighting, it can be applied to experts trained with any kind of data.

hn hn
i

i 1=
S∑[ ] S⁄=

hn
i hn>( ) 1 hn

i⁄ 0= 1 hn
i⁄ 1 hn

i⁄=

wn
i 1 hn
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S∑[ ]⁄=

θ
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